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8D7N Deluxe Shanghai+Beijing High Speed Railway Tour

Day 1:Singapore/Shanghai/Suzhou (D) Suzhou Joy Holiday Hotel or similar

Assemble at Changi Interational airport for your flight to Shanghai.Upon arrival,meet and greet by our local

guide.Upon arrival,transfer to Suzhou,upon arrival in Suzhou,vist Jinji lake scenic area and visit Suzhou cowan

says centre(the bird's nest),the world's longest LED awning film.

Day 2:Suzhou/Wuxi (B/L/D) Greenland Hotel Wuxi or similar

After breakfast,visit Lotus root garden,Suzhou's famous gardens,the intention of his seclusion

"couples"sound with unique landscape design to show the wonderful orientalism"romantic",after the visit

suzhou silk technology of pinnade.In the afternoon to visit Wuxi Lihu Park,taihu lake scenery and violet

arenaceous lives.

Day 3:Wuxi/Hangzhou (B/L/D) Hangzhou Haiwaihai Baina Hotel or similar

After breakfast to visit the turtle head isle,times seven ancient sailing mast,panoramic view of taihu lake

scenery,the front of sailing visitor can particpate in the sail,Yushi activites such as at the helm,netting,fishing.After

visiting the pearl farms.After lunch to Hangzhou,Hangzhou is knowm as a paradise on earth,after arriving to visit

the west lake is one of the ten view of the willows park,walk lake new forms,gem appreciation.

Day 4:Hangzhou/Shanghai (B/L/D) Benjoy Hotel Shanghai or similar

After breakfast go to beauty of the"west lake",special arrangement on a cruise ship appreciate the west lake

scenery,then visit the west lake is one of the view flower view fish,after go longjing tea tasted Chinese tea.After

vsit the famous bund,next appearance of the Shanghai world financial center,after take little train to visit Chinese

business first street Nanjing Road.

Day 5:Shanghai (B/L/D) Benjoy Hotel Shanghai or similar

After breakfast visit Shanghai Yuyuan,chenghuang temple fair.Visit"one axis and four pavillion"centre of the expo

site,large commercial and traffic complex,the largest single project in the expo site,the centerpiece of the expo

site space landscape and traffic transportation line,viewing the expo axis,China pavilion,the theme pavilion,the

expo center,the expo performance center.

Day 6: Shanghai(High-speed railway)Beijing (B/L/D) Beijing Longdinghua Hotel or similar

After breakfast in the world's fastest high-speed railway to Beijing,arrvied in appearance after the Bird's

Nest,Water Cube,wangfujing street,Donghuamen night market.

Day 7:Beijing (B/L/D) Beijing Longdinghua Hotel or similar

After breakfast visit Tiananmen Square,the Yuyongguang Great Wall,the Summer Palace.

Day 8:Beijing-Singapore (B/L/D)

After breakfast visit the temple of heaven and show market,after transfer to airport,come back

sweet home.

Own Expensense:Suzhou GuanQian Street+Shanghai Acrobatics,hangzhou west lake night of song

and dance show+Gongfu show+Wuxi Beijing =RMB500/PAX Exclude tipping:RMB30/pax


